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Fashioning a “Male Actress”
Charles Pierce
Michael Mamp
Michael Mamp PhD is a Professor in the Fashion Merchandising and Design program at Central
Michigan University where he also serves as Director of Fashion Online Programs. His research
explores fashion history of the twentieth century, technology, and the design process. He teaches
Queer Fashion, History of Modern Fashion, and Fashion Fundamentals.

This research documents the fashioning of Charles Pierce, a prominent female impersonator in the
mid-to-late twentieth century. During his career of over forty years, Pierce delivered acclaimed comedic
impressions of gay icons such as Bette Davis and Katharine Hepburn. This paper contextualizes and
interprets the development of Pierce’s cross-dressing from tuxedo and a few woman’s fashion
accessories (to avoid arrest) to full drag. Pierce’s career as self-styled “male actress” coincided with the
gay liberation movement. Much has been written about drag, less about female impersonators, and
no known research examining their costumes. This article thus provides a rare analysis of the material
culture of female impersonation through Pierce’s costumes and accessories at the ONE National Gay
and Lesbian Archives at the University of Southern California plus the Charles Pierce papers at the
Billy Rose Theater Division of the New York Library for the Performing Arts.
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Introduction
“You’ve heard of Women’s Wear Daily?
This is what men wear nightly!”1

popular than ever, in part
because of what is described as the
“RuPaul Effect.”2 This, however, is not
the ﬁrst time that men dressing as
women for entertainment became mainstream. Charles Pierce (1926–99) entertained audiences from the early 1950s
to the late 1990s dressed as a woman
(FIGURE 1). Pierce often preferred to
be called a male actress, and he did not
like the labels of drag queen or female
impersonator. His adoption of a moniker
that was distinctly queer communicated
more about his gender and sexuality
than most other female impersonators
shared during this time.3 I surmise that
Pierce’s moniker of male actress
expressed a freer and more ﬂuid expression of his own gender by stating that
he identiﬁed as male but also as an
actress—in a way, an embrace of his
femininity and gay sexuality. This was
evident to others as Ross Wetzsteon of
the Village Voice explained, “Pierce’s
impersonations take us deeper into the
true nature of his sexuality.”4 Other
cross-dressing performers of the period,
such as Craig Russell, identiﬁed as
DRAG IS MORE

FIGURE 1 Pierce touches up his makeup, ca.
1982. Image from box 3, folder 6, courtesy of ONE
Archives at the USC Libraries.

female impersonators professionally
without claiming their sexuality. Russell
toured a popular show in the late
twentieth century called Craig Russell: A
Man and His Women, which doubly
asserted his maleness in comparison to
Pierce’s designation as a male actress.5
Despite his frequent corrections of
reporters, the press referred to Pierce as
both a “drag queen” and as a “female
impersonator.”6 For most of the twentieth century, however, a difference
between drag queens and professional
female impersonators existed.7 In the
nineteenth century, men who dressed in
drag often participated in and competed
with one another at balls.8 By the midtwentieth century, drag queens, who
were mostly gay men, often fashioned
their bodies to resist anti-cross-dressing
laws that were enforced with violent
raids.9 Drag queens also became synonymous with lip-synching, primarily in
gay bars.10
By comparison, female impersonators
performed professionally early in the
century as a mainstay of vaudeville acts
and later in both gay and straight nightclubs.11 According to anthropologist
Esther Newton, “Female impersonators
. . . identify strongly with professional
performers. Their special, but not exclusive, idols are female entertainers.”12 As
such, Pierce gained great fame for
impressions of famous Hollywood
actresses. Although other female impersonators performed in the mid-to-latetwentieth century, Pierce achieved
notoriety through extensive appearances
in gay and straight nightclubs, theater,
television, ﬁlm, and large performance
venues. John Wasserman of the San
Francisco Chronicle explained, “Drag
went legit . . . [when] Charles Pierce the
noted female impersonator (‘no, no, no,
he says stomping his pumps, I’m a male
ACTRESS’) . . . headlined a comedy
revue, . . . [which] is unusual . . .
because drag shows previously have been
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pretty much limited to the gay ghettos
of the city.”13 Though his act was similar to those of other female impersonators of the period, some considered his
work a level above. For example, as
Douglas Dean explained in the LGBT
Advocate, “There are a lot of drag queens
around who can do lip-sync work and
even sing or dance a little. Charles, however, has a talent of his own. It is bright
and original.”14 He also was a gay man,
who did not deny or try to conceal his
sexuality. Instead, his unabashed queerness was celebrated with campy humor
and wit. According to novelist Armistead
Maupin, “When Charles strode across
the stage, alternately swiveling and
smoking as Bette Davis, or bellowing at
the balcony as Tallulah Bankhead, it
was blazingly clear that being gay was
not just okay but a helluva [sic] lot of
fun” (FIGURE 2).15
The purpose of this research is to
provide a historical narrative of a
prominent female impersonator of the
mid-to-late-twentieth century using a
sartorial lens. Much has been written
about drag, and many scholars have
examined it as an expression of gender
and sexuality.16 Fewer have documented the history of professional
female impersonators, and no known
research speciﬁcally examined their costumes. Included here is an analysis of
extant costumes and accessories as a
means to document one example of
queer self-fashioning and performance
in the mid-to-late-twentieth century
when cultural norms related to expressions of gender and sexuality were
shifting. This is important work
because “a fundamental part of the
oppression queer people experience at
the hands of the dominant culture is a
denial of our history, an erasure of our
unique existence in decades and centuries past.”17
During his retirement, Pierce
explored the hidden history of professional female impersonators.18 Perhaps
inspired by the difﬁculty in uncovering
these stories, before his death he
donated a collection of his personal
papers to the Billy Rose Theater
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FIGURE 2 Pierce as Tallulah Bankhead
perpetually holding a glass of bourbon, ca. 1989.
Image from box 1, folder 1, courtesy of ONE
Archives at the USC Libraries.

Division of the New York Library for the
Performing Arts. After his death, the
ONE National Gay and Lesbian
Archives in Los Angeles acquired additional items that had belonged to him,
including some of his costumes and
accessories. The contents of both of
these collections were examined in
person.
Only a few museums or archives in
the United States hold examples of dress
of female impersonators or drag queens
and therefore access to Pierce’s costumes was a rare study opportunity.19
According to art historian Jules David
Prown, “Artifacts constitute the only
class of historical events that
occurred in the past but survive into the
present . . . . They are authentic, primary
historical material.”20 Other primary
source material included YouTube videos of performances and interviews, a
transcribed interview of Pierce by
Professor Ronald Davis of Southern
Methodist University in 1989, articles
from a variety of newspapers and magazines, and an interview with a former
costume designer.
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FIGURE 3 Pierce dressed as Mae West for Halloween, ca. 1935. Images from box 7, folder 9, courtesy
of ONE Archives at the USC Libraries.

From Playing Dress-Up to
Professional Training
Charles Pierce was born and spent his
childhood in Watertown, New York. At a
young age, he discovered the power of
dress. Reﬂecting upon his afﬁnity for
dressing up in women’s clothes, Pierce
stated:
Well, I think it started when I was a very
small child, dressing up in my
grandmother’s attic. My aunt had been
in vaudeville. She had trunks of clothes
up there with her costumes and all kinds
of hats and things. As an eight–nine-yearold child I would play up there on
rainy days and create my own fantasy
world . . . that led to going off to . . .
elementary school . . . on Halloween as
Mae West. With those clothes from the
turn of the century, . . . it was a chance
to escape and be somebody else
[FIGURE 3].21

By age sixteen, while still in high
school, Pierce worked as a disc jockey
and announcer for a local radio station
(FIGURE 4).22 After high school, he
auditioned for the two-year theater-arts
program at California’s prestigious
Pasadena Playhouse. In 1946, Pierce
moved to California to attend the
Playhouse as an acting major. The
Pasadena Playhouse was established as a
community theater in the mid-1920s
and by 1946 was a renowned professional company and school of theater
arts that beneﬁtted from its proximity
to nearby Los Angeles.23 At the playhouse, Pierce joined an aspiring group
of young thespians in a rigorous course
of study. He studied acting and
appeared in productions, such as The
Alchemist and The Imaginary Invalid,
and also learned set design and construction, costuming, and makeup.
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Pierce and some of his classmates created a puppet theater entitled the Patio
Puppeteers (FIGURE 5). This experience
with puppets was signiﬁcant because he
would use them later as a means to perform impressions of women without
cross-dressing. Pierce observed that
FIGURE 4 Pierce at WWNY, Watertown, New
York, ca. 1942. Image from box 3, folder 6,
courtesy of ONE Archives at the USC Libraries.

audiences responded favorably to puppets regardless of the gender of the
puppeteer.
Pierce graduated from the Pasadena
Playhouse in the spring of 1948. In the
early 1950s, he saw the performance of
Arthur Blake, another female impersonator: “He worked in a tuxedo, and he
would add a prop or two, like a hat or a
pair of gloves or a feather boa. So I got
the idea from seeing Arthur that maybe
I could work up a nightclub act.”24
Blake achieved notoriety as a female
impersonator particularly in the 1930s
and 1940s.25 At ﬁrst, Pierce practiced
his material with friends at parties and
for free at the Cabaret Concert Theater
in Los Angeles. Then, in the fall of
1954, Pierce landed his ﬁrst professional
paid engagement at Cafe La Vie, a small
gay bar in Altadena, California.

Skirting the Law
A variety of laws prohibited cross-dressing in cities across the United States
throughout the nineteenth century and
well into the twentieth.26 In San
Francisco, for example, indecency laws
were used for “policing multiple gender
transgressions.”27 Police in New York
FIGURE 5 Pierce as a Patio Puppeteer at the Pasadena Playhouse, ca. 1947. Image from box 1, folder
13, courtesy of ONE Archives at the USC Libraries.
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Press, 2019).
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Times, November 2, 1954, 21.
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FIGURE 6 Left to right: Pierce dressed in a tuxedo outside Club Echo in Miami Beach; the Club Echo
marquee, ca. 1954 (box 3, folder 2); and Pierce with Rio Dante (box 4, folder 4), courtesy of ONE
Archives at the USC Libraries.

FIGURE 7 Promotional brochure for Les Moppettes, ca. 1960. Box 14, folder 20, courtesy of ONE
Archives at the USC Libraries.

City often referred to those who crossdressed as perverts, and hundreds of
men dressed as women were arrested
and incarcerated throughout the ﬁrst
half of the twentieth century.28 Police
raided gay bars where female impersonators performed, and customers sometimes dressed in drag, as well as other
public spaces where gay men congregated such as parks and subway terminal
restrooms; these raids were frequent and

often violent.29 At midnight on
November 1, 1954, “members of the
vice squad assisted by deputies of the
Altadena Sheriff’s Station” raided Cafe
La Vie and arrested ﬁve men dressed as
women.30 These men were prosecuted
and stood trial; one of them, a highschool math teacher, lost his job.31 In
addition, the full names and home
addresses of all ﬁve men were published
in the Los Angeles Times as a means of
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public shaming. Pierce was working at
Cafe La Vie on the night of the raid but
was dressed in a toga—decorated with
sequins that read “eat at Caesar’s” on
the back—and because the police did
not consider this cross-dressing, he
avoided arrest.32 According to Pierce, “I
was the only entertainer working for
a salary in a gay situation in Los
Angeles . . . . Cafe La Vie was the ﬁrst
place to have gay entertainment, I
opened myself up by appearing there.”33
Despite his experience at Cafe La Vie,
Pierce persisted, and for the rest of the
1950s, he cautiously approached dressing in women’s clothing to avoid police
prejudice and brutality.
During the holiday season of
1954–55, Pierce was booked at Club
Echo in Miami Beach, Florida.34
Inspired by Arthur Blake, he wore either
a tuxedo or black turtleneck and trousers and used a box of props. Whenever
he performed an impression, he would
add a woman’s clothing accessory, for
example a feather boa or a hat. After a
series of bookings in both Miami Beach
and New York City, he decided to add
more women’s clothes to his characterizations. According to Pierce:
A friend of mine brought over some
Charleston dresses that he had in his
closet (I did say he). At that time The
Boyfriend had just opened on Broadway
with Julie Andrews . . . . I did numbers
from The Boyfriend in those dresses, but
I still rolled up my pants legs; I wore
pants and a black turtleneck sweater. I
would put the dress on over that, which
was humorous looking, and then a
Charleston hat.35

This method of working with women’s
accessories as props or layering women’s
clothes over men’s clothing was typical
of female impersonators of the period.
According to Newton, they used various
items “within the visible sartorial system
. . . [that] involves some outside item
from the feminine sartorial system such
as earrings, lipstick, high-heeled shoes, a
necklace, worn with masculine
clothing.”36

Pierce’s cross-dressing may be understood more fully through a consideration
of queer theory, which explains that
“drag is not a parody of any so-called
real woman, it is instead a parody of the
assumption that a natural gender
exists.”37 Pierce parodied gender roles
and showed us that through an embrace
of his femininity he could excel as a performer. Costume transformed his gender, as Pierce explained: “That other
person . . . takes over, the reason you
are doing this, the reason you’re putting
on the heels and your undergarments
and the dresses . . . you want to go
onto let’s say, your alter ego.”38 For
Pierce, that alter ego was feminine; that
is, a male actress. Not all scholars agree
that drag is a positive enactment of gender as it may be “reinforcing the social
image of what it means to look like a
woman.”39 Yet, according to Kaiser,
“cross-gender dressing . . . challenges
the gender binary . . . within queer
communities; . . . drag functions to represent that gender is not just something
one is but rather something one performs.”40 For Pierce, the inclusion of
cross-dressing in his act at a time when
the dominant culture deﬁned it as subversive and illegal was an act of deﬁance,
albeit a comedic one, that challenged
the heteronormative status quo.

Les Moppettes
In 1954, while working at Club Echo,
Pierce met Carol John Watson, who not
long after adopted the stage name of
Rio Dante and became a part of Pierce’s
act (FIGURE 6). Together, they performed comedy skits, and Dante accompanied Pierce on the piano. In the early
1960s, they created a set of puppets that
they called Les Moppettes. In the midto-late-twentieth century, puppeteers
such as Bil Baird and Jim Henson performed both live and on television as
puppets became popular with audiences.41 Like other entertainers before
them, Pierce and Dante used puppets as
tools to break down or circumvent “ﬁxed
notions of cultural identity”—in this
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Gay and Lesbian Archives, Los
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Moppettes promotional brochure,
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FIGURE 8 Photographs, left, top and bottom: Pierce with Bette Davis Moppette and Pierce with Mae
West Moppette, both ca. 1970. Images from box 9, folder 2, courtesy of ONE Archives at the USC
Libraries. Top: Moppette, and alternate red holiday dress; bottom: Moppette and alternate paillettecovered dress. Dress and extant Moppette images courtesy of author.

case, binary concepts of gender that
dominated mid-twentieth-century
America.42 Using these cleverly designed
puppet bodies, Pierce and Dante performed impressions of women without
fully dressing in their clothing, thereby
not breaking sumptuary laws that could
have resulted in their arrest.
Les Moppettes were dressed in different costumes and attached to the puppeteer with a large hook. Pierce and
Dante dressed all in black and manipulated the puppet bodies in front of a
black curtain, with their heads, ever
expressive, on the top of each puppet
body. In this manner, they only had to
apply a bit of makeup, a wig, and the
occasional hat to present a fully realized
impression without illegally cross-

dressing. According to their brochure:
“Les Moppettes . . . combines the
expressive faces of Charles Pierce and
Rio Dante atop uniquely styled puppet
ﬁgures” (FIGURE 7).43 The Bette Davis
and Mae West Moppettes have been preserved along with an additional red holiday dress for the Bette Davis body and a
paillette and sequin-covered dress for
the Mae West body (FIGURE 8).44 The
act was booked at multiple venues in
the early 1960s at a rate of $600 per
week.45
The way Pierce used puppets as a
means to imitate women was highly
entertaining as well as deﬁant. He demonstrated that gender could be performed and parodied and, therefore,
contributed to what feminist and LGBT
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FIGURE 9 Pierce at the Gilded Cage, ca. 1965.
Image from box 3, folder 5, courtesy of ONE
Archives at the USC Libraries.

scholar Annamarie Jagose described as a
“debunking of stable sexes, genders and
sexualities,” which is foundational to
queer theory.46 For Pierce, the puppets
were an extension of himself, a way to
imitate a woman, embracing his femininity for comedic effect, without actually
cross-dressing.

Full Drag in a Gilded Cage
On April 8, 1963, Pierce, with Dante as
a supporting player, opened a new show
at the Gilded Cage, a gay nightclub
located on Ellis Street in the Tenderloin
district of San Francisco.47 The
Tenderloin was home to several bars
and nightclubs that attracted a gay clientele.48 Men dressed in drag, referred to
as “street fairies,” could be found walking the neighborhood at night, while
Pierce and other female impersonators
performed for audiences in bars or
nightclubs.49 During a six-year run at
the Gilded Cage, Pierce “ﬁnally went
into a full drag routine.”50 Although
risks still existed, Pierce felt more comfortable fully dressing in women’s
clothes in gay-friendly San Francisco.
Social change for the gay community

was on the rise in the 1960s, particularly
in San Francisco, and in the summer of
1966, just a few blocks from the Gilded
Cage, drag queens along with trans folks
fought back against police brutality at
the Compton’s Cafeteria Riot.51
According to Pierce, his original stage
clothes at the Gilded Cage were
“nothing glamorous” and assembled initially from trips to second-hand stores
and costume shops (FIGURE 9).52 Over
time, the show at the Gilded Cage
became more popular, and Pierce felt he
needed better costumes. He remained
cautious at ﬁrst while shopping for women’s clothing to wear. Pierce recalled,
I think I was a little on edge when I
went into the boutique as I went by
myself. The woman was very nice and I
explained that I was looking for a dress,
a gown, a frock for my nightclub act.
Being San Francisco, she probably could
have cared less if I was a man or a
woman . . . . I bought it [a dress]; . . . it
was around $200 and I wore it that night
at the Gilded Cage.53

His most popular impression during this time was a lip sync of
Jeanette MacDonald singing the classic “San Francisco” song from the
1936 ﬁlm of the same name. Pierce
elaborated,
I had a signature piece in those days . . . .
“San Francisco” on the swing . . . . I
would get on the swing, swing out over
the audience, the lights would come on
the swing, the bubbles would come down
from overhead, then I’d go circular with
the swing; . . . the audience was
screaming and yelling and ducking.54

Pierce wore several different dresses
for the “San Francisco” number during
his time at the Gilded Cage and often
accessorized the look with items such
as a wide-brimmed hat, gloves, a feather boa, a large feather fan, and a
parasol (FIGURE 10).55 Accessories
such as these, especially large-brimmed
and heavily plumed hats, were indicative of the Edwardian period in fashion and were worn by MacDonald in
the San Francisco ﬁlm, set in 1906.56
The only surviving artifact from the
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summer 1966, see the documentary Screaming Queens: The Riot at
Compton’s Cafeteria, directed by
Susan Stryker and Victor
Silverman (San Francisco, 2005).
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Pierce, interview by Davis, 34.
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the “San Francisco” swing number,
see box 1, folder 10, Pierce
Collection at ONE Gay and
Lesbian Archives, Los Angeles, CA.
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Deihl, The History of Modern
Fashion (London: Laurence King,
2015).
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Item 39, white parasol/Jeanette
MacDonald, Pierce Collection at
ONE Gay and Lesbian Archives,
Los Angeles, CA.
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Stewart, “Charles Pierce,” 61.
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See box 4, folder 17, of Charles
Pierce Papers, T-Mss 1998-008,
Billy Rose Theater Division. This
ﬁle contains over ﬁfty clippings of
Herb Caen’s column that positively mentions Charles Pierce’s
performances—beginning with his
time at the Gilded Cage and at
other venues in San Francisco
throughout the 1970s and 1980s.

60

Quote from Pierce, interview by
Davis, 24–25. Also, Lansbury and
Pierce remained friendly; she and
her husband sent him a congratulatory telegram when he opened
in London in 1975 (see box 14,
folder 10), and in 1991, mutual
friend Bea Arthur invited Pierce,
Lansbury, and her husband to a
poolside cookout at her home.
Pierce was not sure if he should
bring his camera but was pleased
to see Lansbury brought hers as
well. See box 8, folder 12 for photos from the cookout, Pierce
Collection at ONE Gay and
Lesbian Archives, Los Angeles, CA.
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Mimi Marinucci, Feminism is Queer:
The Intimate Connection between
Queer and Feminist Theory
(London: Zed Books, 2016).
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Frederick, Write That Down, 17.

63

The Charles Pierce collections at
both the Billy Rose Theater
Division and the ONE archives
contain extensive press clippings
from a wide array of mainstream
news sources, gay-lifestyle publications, and a few trade publications praising Pierce’s live
performances throughout the
1970s. Some examples include:
Clive Barnes, “Stage: Women,
Wittily,” New York Times, January
29, 1975, 22; Jeanne Miller, “The
‘Male Actress’ is Back in Camp,”
San Francisco Examiner, July 1,
1976, 34; Ruthe Stein, “The Man
of 1000 (Female) Faces,” San
Francisco Chronicle, July 1, 1978,
11; Lawrence Christon,
“Irrepressible Charles Pierce:
Imitating the Women in His Life,”
Los Angeles Times, December 10,
1979, 24; and Michael Kearns,
“Want to Buy an Illusion?: Charles
Pierce Returns with his Ladies in
Disguise to the Backlot,” DramaLogue, December 6–12, 1979, 13.

64

See box 15, folder 1, Pierce
Collection at ONE, for publicity
materials produced by his agency,
Budd Haas Enterprises, in Van
Nuys, CA.

FIGURE 10 Left to right: Pierce as Jeanette MacDonald, ca. 1965; image from box 1, folder 10,
courtesy of ONE Archives at the USC Libraries; and item 39, parasol with jeweled handle. Parasol
image courtesy of author.

routine is a parasol.57 It is made of a
now-faded and stained cream-colored
fabric and is further embellished with
lace, rickrack, applique, and ribbons.
The lower portion of the handle is
covered in a textured faux silver that
culminates in a large synthetic
sapphire.
During its six-year run at the Gilded
Cage, the show became increasingly
popular. Herb Caen, who could “make or
break a show with a single line in his
daily column for the S.F. Chronicle,”
became an avid supporter.58 His frequent
and positive mentions of Pierce in his
column helped attract a larger and more
diverse audience.59 Pierce considered
Angela Lansbury’s attendance at the
show in 1968 a highlight of his career
and a sign that he had really “made it.”
According to Pierce, her arrival that night
was magical: “We played the theme from
Mame, she arrived and the audience
screamed . . . . I’ll never forget that
night . . . . Angela told me she’s never
forgotten that night.”60 She was the ﬁrst
of many major celebrities who would see
Pierce’s show in the years that followed.

Pierce ended a successful run at the
Gilded Cage in June of 1969—two
weeks before the Stonewall riots in New
York where drag queens, gay men, lesbian women, and trans people banded
together in a series of riots that are commonly referenced as the starting point
of the gay liberation movement.61
Following his time at the Gilded Cage,
as the gay liberation movement gained
momentum, Pierce’s career simultaneously reached new heights.

A Male Actress is Born
“Just because I’m dressed like this
doesn’t mean I can’t do a man.”62

After the show closed at the Gilded
Cage, Pierce performed as a solo act for
the rest of his career. The postStonewall era of the 1970s was a period
of great exposure and success for Pierce
as he performed to sold-out audiences in
both gay and straight venues.63 In the
early 1970s, Pierce secured professional
management for the ﬁrst time.64 He frequently played in New York City, Los
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FIGURE 11 Pierce, center, as the Queen of England on the set of Rabbit Test with director Joan Rivers,
ca. 1977. Image from box 5, folder 8, courtesy of ONE Archives at the USC Libraries.

Angeles, and San Francisco nightclubs.
His ﬁrst major performance following
the Gilded Cage was at San Francisco’s
Bimbo’s 365 in June of 1971, where he
brought a “jammed Bimbo’s to its feet
. . . by just standing in the spotlight.”65
Blue Thumbs Records recorded one of his
performances at Bimbo’s live and released
it on vinyl.66 According to one reporter,
His drawing power is phenomenal . . . . I
can’t recall seeing Bimbo’s near as
crowded . . . . No impersonator has his
range . . . . There’s just nobody around
like Pierce . . . [whose] audience gave him
the sort of ovation that made one think
the earth shook and the sky stood still.67

Nonstop live engagements continued
throughout the 1970s, including a 1978
booking as the opening act for Ann
Margret at Caesar’s Palace in Las Vegas.68
Overseas, he performed at least two
extended engagements in London to
sold-out crowds that garnered critical
acclaim.69 In 1975, he won a special
Obie award following several

engagements in New York City and
accepted the award in full drag, performing his Bette Davis impression.70 His
widespread appeal led to appearances in
both television and ﬁlm. In the 1970s,
he secured guest spots in several popular
television series, including Wonder
Woman, Chico and the Man, and Starsky
and Hutch.71 He also satirically portrayed the Queen of England in the
1977 ﬁlm Rabbit Test, directed by Joan
Rivers (FIGURE 11).72 By the mid1970s, Pierce was earning a substantial
living.73 He relocated from San
Francisco to Los Angeles and bought an
apartment in North Hollywood, where
he lived for the rest of his life. The decade following Stonewall was full of professional success for Pierce, and in 1979
Howard Kissel of Women’s Wear Daily
referred to him as “the doyen of female
impersonators.”74
During the 1970s, Pierce’s show took
on a speciﬁc structure. Each show began
with him dressed in what he referred to
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from 1976 to 1990.
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See box 14, folder 11, Pierce
Collection at ONE, for a telegram
from Channing to Pierce upon his
opening at Freddy’s Restaurant in
New York City—dated June 21,
1985.
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Leo Lerman, “The Funniest Men in
Town,” Vogue, May 1, 1975,
138–41.
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See Charles Pierce Papers, T-Mss
1998-008, Billy Rose Theater
Division, box 5, folder 3, for the
Charles Pierce: Not a Well Woman
show program that listed Arley
Berryhill as a costume designer.
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See Berryhill’s website at <https://
www.arleyberryhill.com/>.
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Pierce, interview by Davis, 15.

81

For video of Pierce wearing this
ensemble, see “Charles Pierce at
the Ballroom in NYC,” YouTube
video, 1:26, from a performance
at The Ballroom in New York, ca.
1988, posted by DAN-D-TV, May
26, 2018, <https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=gkO1nV-e9fI&t=
3561s>.

82

Arley Berryhill, email to author,
September 24, 2020.

FIGURE 12 Pierce during the “blondes” opening
sequence in a “glamour dress,” ca. 1975. Image
from box 3, folder 5, courtesy of ONE Archives at
the USC Libraries.

as one of his “glamour dresses” paired
with a blonde wig—he referred to this
part of the show as the “blondes”
(FIGURE 12). During this segment, he
performed quick-ﬁre impressions by
altering his voice and mannerisms to
those of blonde actresses such as
Marilyn Monroe, Carol Channing,
Barbara Stanwyck, and Judy Holliday.
Channing herself was a fan: “Charles, you
dear, Congratulations . . . can’t wait to
see your performance. The reports are
that you are better than the original.
Many Kisses, Carol Channing.”75 Then,
through a series of quick changes executed just offstage, he most often delivered fully costumed impressions of Mae
West, Katharine Hepburn, and the crowd
favorite Bette Davis. When dressed for the
Davis impression, he also conjured up
Tallulah Bankhead and Joan Crawford at
the same time, in complex camp dialog,
creating distinctions among the three
through voice, facial expression, and mannerism alone (FIGURE 13).76 The act
then closed with his returning to a glamour dress for a rendition of the song
“Illusions,” made famous by Marlene
Dietrich in the 1948 ﬁlm A Foreign Affair.

Full Glam: Custom Made 1980s
“Oh look at all this . . . . I couldn’t
decide what to wear tonight, so I wore
everything!”77

By the 1980s, all of Pierce’s costumes,
with the exception of a few accessories,
were custom-made. At this time in his
career, Pierce earned enough to afford
costumes that met his speciﬁc preferences. I discovered a surviving costume
designer, Arley Berryhill, who worked
with Pierce in the late 1980s.78 Berryhill
is currently a doll artist based in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and generously answered questions and shared
images of the work he did for Pierce.79
Berryhill made at least two gowns
that Pierce wore during the opening and
closing numbers of his show. According
to Pierce, the “glamour dresses” had to
be “very glitzy . . . but not overpowering.”80 One example is a red and silver
ﬂoor-length sequin gown that was worn
with a matching evening coat with lights
that illuminated in sequence (FIGURE
14).81 The sparkling gown, designed to
mimic a wrap-dress silhouette, featured
a diagonal rhinestone-encrusted style
line that connected to a large, slightly
off-center, jeweled focal point. This diagonal line helped minimize the waist and
connected to a slit that extended from
the hem to the upper-left thigh. The
sleeves of the gown were leg-of-mutton
style, and the evening coat had large
shoulder pads and intricate embroidery
near the neck opening. Berryhill also
made a similar gown in black and silver
but with different surface details
(FIGURE 15). According to Berryhill,
“the silver ﬂames were made of eyelash
lame . . . . I set crystal rhinestones in all
the ﬂame pieces before stitching them
to the dress . . . . I had to go back and
coat each prong with clear nail polish to
prevent snagging.”82
In addition to these glamour dresses,
Berryhill made several Bette Davis costumes, inspired by Edith Head’s gown
for the cocktail party scene in All About
Eve, as well as a purple lame dress originally intended for a Joan Collins

Fashioning a “Male Actress”
FIGURE 13 Left: Pierce camping it up as Tallulah Bankhead; Bette Davis, top right; and Joan Crawford,
bottom right. “The Funniest Men in Town: Charles Pierce,” Vogue, May 1, 1975, 138–39. Scans of layout
with text by Leo Lerman and photography by Richard Avedon.

FIGURE 14 Left to right: Pierce in Berryhill-designed “glamour dress” with illuminated evening coat,
and original illustration, ca. 1987. Courtesy of Arley Berryhill.

FIGURE 15 Left to right: Pierce in a “glamour dress” by Arley Berryhill with Lucille Ball, ca. 1987,
image from box 4, folder 17, courtesy of ONE Archives at the USC Libraries; Berryhill’s original
illustration; and Pierce on stage, ca. 1987, both courtesy of Arley Berryhill.
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For video of Pierce wearing a
Bette Davis costume by Berryhill,
immediately followed by the pur dress for the closing
ple lame
number, see “Charles Pierce at
the Ballroom in NYC,” from a performance at The Ballroom in New
York, NY, ca. 1988, posted by
DAN-D-TV, May 26, 2018, YouTube
video, 59:21, <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gkO1nV-e9fI&
t=3561s>.
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September 19, 2020.
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Berryhill, email to author,
September 19, 2020.
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The ONE Archives does not typically collect items of dress but fortunately did so with the Pierce
costumes and Moppettes that
otherwise would have been lost.
The archives do not have mannequins or photography space for
these artifacts. Images shown
here were a rudimentary attempt
to capture the essence of the
Pierce costumes for this research.

87

For Hepburn in the original costume, see “Lion in Winter—closing
scene,” 1968, posted by gloritarendon, June 10, 2012, YouTube
video, <https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=0GYqnH9I_58>.

88

Item 46, dress, necklace, brooch/
Eleanor of Aquitaine, Pierce
Collection at ONE Gay and
Lesbian Archives, Los Angeles, CA.

89

For Pierce performing in this costume, see “The Charles Pierce
Show,” from a performance at the
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion in Los
Angeles, and televised by the
Playboy channel in 1982, posted
by Alpha Tree Productions,
October 2, 2018, YouTube video,
32:56, <https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=MXyHM-Y9b8c&t=
502s>.

90

Pierce, interview by Davis, 15.

91

Katharine Hepburn, The Making of
the African Queen: Or How I Went
to Africa with Bogart, Bacall and
Huston and Almost Lost My Mind
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1987).
An image of Hepburn on the back
of the dust jacket was used as the
inspiration for this costume.

FIGURE 16 Left to right: Pierce as Katharine Hepburn inspired by the ﬁlm The Lion in Winter and the
costume of claret synthetic velvet with decorative trim by unknown maker, ca. 1980, box 30, courtesy
of ONE Archives at the USC Libraries. Images of costume courtesy of author.

impression.83 Berryhill’s process
included multiple ﬁttings with Pierce
dressed in foundation garments that
helped create a curvier silhouette.
Berryhill explained, “when I did ﬁttings,
he would have to get into his foundation
ﬁrst . . . in his dressing room, . . . or
we’d meet at his house . . . in his guest
bedroom, as that’s where he stored all
his costumes.”84 Berryhill also explained
Pierce’s costume changes that occurred
just offstage: “One key to his costumes
were his fast changes . . . . His costumes
had to be easy zip on and off, no hooks
or buttons, just zippers and Velcro.”85
The ONE National Gay and Lesbian
Archives holds other Charles Pierce costumes and accessories, most of which
are from the 1980s by unidentiﬁed makers. These artifacts serve as profound
primary evidence of Pierce’s self-fashioning and performance.86 For one interpretation of Katharine Hepburn, Pierce
referenced a look she wore for her portrayal of Eleanor of Aquitaine in the
1968 ﬁlm The Lion in Winter. The ﬁlm
was set in the twelfth century, and
Hepburn’s outﬁt included a red surcote,
paired with a white wimple and a small
crown.87 Pierce’s surviving costume is a
massive claret velvet, caftan-like garment
(FIGURE 16).88 Rows of sequin rickrack
trim were applied starting around the
sleeve opening, up the sleeve, across the

shoulder seams, and on the surface of a
standing collar. All interior seams are
ﬁnished with a sturdy black overlock
stitch, and a full zipper in the center
back extends all the way from the neck
to the hem. A faux silver necklace was
sewn on with multiple loops of heavy
black thread at the shoulder line, and a
starburst-multipronged brooch also
attached to the neckline. The costume
has a small train, and multiple rips were
repaired at various times with interior
patches. Pierce wore a white wimple and
red curly wig to complete the look, but
neither of these items survive.89
All of Pierce’s surviving costumes are
sturdy and easy to don and remove with
either zippers or Velcro. Pierce commented to an interviewer, “I don’t want
to know that I’m wearing anything on
stage if it’s a costume . . . . I want it
light; . . . make them as light but as
durable as you can.”90 The use of fabrics
made of manufactured ﬁbers likely
achieved the lightness Pierce preferred
for his costumes while also being durable. This is the case with another costume used for an impression of
Hepburn—inspired this time by her portrayal of Rose Sayer in the 1951 ﬁlm
The African Queen, set in 1916. Pierce
used an image of the actress wearing a
long duster coat as inspiration for the
costume.91 Pierce’s costume is made
from a material resembling a natural or
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FIGURE 17 Left to right: Pierce dressed as Katharine Hepburn inspired by the ﬁlm The African Queen;
; and linen-like duster coat with faux blouse insert by unknown maker, ca. 1980,
straw hat by Lily Dache
box 28, courtesy of ONE Archives at the USC Libraries. Images of costumes courtesy of author.

buff-colored linen, which was typical of
women’s traveling clothes in the early
twentieth century.92 The only closure is
a wide strip of Velcro that extends from
the neckline to the waist (FIGURE
17).93 The leg-of-mutton sleeves have
small tucks at the top of each armhole,
and an insert of lavender fabric with a
rufﬂed edge at the neck creates the illusion of a shirtwaist underneath. The
look was accessorized with a plastic
cameo pinned at the neck, a Lily Dache
sun hat covered in iridescent sequins
and tied with a black grosgrain ribbon,
and ﬁnally a piece of chiffon used as a
headscarf and adorned with a faux rose.
Pierce developed a routine he referred
to as the “turban ladies,” inspired by
Gloria Swanson’s portrayal of Norma
Desmond in the 1950 ﬁlm Sunset
Boulevard. The costume was used in a
variety of ways, as one reviewer commented that it was an “all-purpose . . .
sequined outﬁt with a feathered hat dipping over his eyebrows.”94 The “turban
ladies” routine included the Swanson
impression, his own comic material, and
quick impressions of a variety of
actresses.95 The costume was made of
plum velvet with a drop waist and exaggerated dolman sleeves.96 He could easily step in it and close it with the use of
a sturdy zipper in the center back that
extended from the neck to about the
knee. Interior seams are ﬁnished with a
heavy black overlock stitch with the

exception of the armhole seams, which
are bound in bias tape. This costume
also has a small train that was repaired
multiple times, and the hem is reinforced with a 11/2-inch strip of bias
tape. The surface of the garment is
embellished with multicolored paillettes
and sequin rickrack around each sleeve
opening and at the neck and is further
decorated with rhinestones and silver
sequin leaf applique (FIGURE 18).
Because he wore this during the “turban
ladies” routine, he also wore a coordinating head covering meant to resemble
a turban that was embellished with
sequins, paillettes, a purple faux-ostrich
feather, and large rhinestone earrings
sewn onto it. He further accessorized
this costume with an oversized fauxpearl stretch bracelet.97
Other surviving artifacts of dress
include a faux-fur coat used for impressions of Tallulah Bankhead and Bette
Davis, two pairs of costume earrings, a
set of sequin western-inspired wrist
cuffs, rhinestone brooches of the letters
“B” and “D,” an additional turban-like
head covering in silver, and a pair of silver strap pumps.98 The faux-fur coat was
made by Pat Campano of San Francisco,
who also made at least one costume for
the androgynous “Queen of Disco”
Sylvester.99
Harvey Fierstein wrote a part especially for Pierce when his hit Broadway
play Torch Song Trilogy was made into a
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See box 28, Pierce Collection at
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the costume.
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Actress’ for 25 Years,” The Tribune,
July 21, 1979, A–9.
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For a video of Pierce performing
the routine, see “The Turban
Ladies of Charles Pierce,” from a
performance at The Ballroom in
New York, ca. 1988, posted by
Kirk Frederick, August 14, 2015,
YouTube video, <https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_lA_JuBzrc.
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See boxes 21 and 29, Pierce
Collection at ONE. Box 21 contains
the head covering with ostrich
feather, and box 29 includes the
“turban ladies” garment along
with pictures of Pierce in the
costume.
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See box 23, item 20, Pierce
Collection at ONE. This container
includes the bracelet along with
two pairs of dance shoes, cowgirlinspired wrist cuffs, and a few
pieces of costume jewelry.
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For the complete ﬁnding aid of
the Charles Pierce collection at
the ONE National Gay and
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www.oac.cdlib.org/ﬁndaid/ark:/
13030/kt5x0nd9w8/?query=
charles+pierce>.
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Matthew S. Bajko, “For Museum
Curators, Garments Offer Stylish
Storytelling,” Watermark: Your
LGBTQ Life, last modiﬁed October
11, 2019, <https://watermarkonline.com/?s=pat+campano>.
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100 “Charles Pierce, 1992 TV
Interview, Joan Crawford,
Tallulah Bankhead, Joan Collins,”
interviewed by Skip Lowe for his
Los Angeles public television
show, Los Angeles, 1992, posted
by Alan Eichler, February 3, 2017,
YouTube video, 2:37, <https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=
X5IUMstynN0&t=1394s.
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FIGURE 18 Left to right: Image of Pierce performing the “turban ladies” routine and costume made of
plum synthetic velvet with decorative trim by unknown maker, both from box 29; embellished head
covering with stitched-on oversized earrings from box 21; and oversized faux-pearl bracelet often
worn with this costume from box 23, all ca. 1980. Courtesy of ONE Archives at the USC Libraries.
Images of costume and accessories courtesy of author.

101 See box 10, album 15, Pierce
Collection at ONE, for extensive
photographic evidence of celebrities who attended Pierce at the
Playhouse.
102 See box 17, Pierce Collection at
ONE, for documentation related
to Pierce’s charitable performances in the 1990s.
103 See Pierce’s personal photo
albums in box 10, Pierce
Collection at ONE, for extensive
photographic documentation of
time spent with Bea Arthur and
other famous friends.
104 For video of Arthur at Pierce’s
memorial service, see “Charles
Pierce Memorial June 19, 1999,”
service held at the Forest Lawn
Church of the Hills, Los Angeles,
1999, posted by Peter Mintun,
June 5, 2018, YouTube video,
27:00, <https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=_wqB6_N9oDY&t=
580s.
105 Shaun Cole, “The Difference is in
the Detail: Negotiating Black Gay
Male Style in the Twenty-First
Century,” Dress 45, no. 1 (2019):
47.
106 Susan Sontag, “Notes on Camp,”
in Against Interpretation (New
York: Farrar, Straus, & Giroux,
1966), 275.

ﬁlm in 1988. In 1990, Pierce performed
a special engagement at the Pasadena
Playhouse entitled Pierce at the
Playhouse; it was a farewell performance
although Pierce insisted, “I haven’t
retired, I have abdicated.”100 The soldout run at the playhouse was a starstudded affair, as Dixie Carter, Debbie
Reynolds, and Carol Channing—to
name only a few—attended.101 In the
1990s, he occasionally gave charity performances for LGBT and HIV/AIDSrelated organizations.102 He also spent a
signiﬁcant amount of time with his best
friend, the legendary Bea Arthur.103
Prior to his death from prostate cancer
in 1999, he planned his funeral in explicit detail; Bea Arthur spoke and sang a
song at the memorial service.104

Conclusion
Pierce’s journey from working with a
box of props and layering women’s
clothing over pants and turtlenecks to
performing in full drag explains how one
female impersonator circumvented heteronormative expectations of gender and
dress in the mid-to-late-twentieth century. Perhaps it was Pierce’s brand of
camp comedy that endeared him to his
audiences. According to Professor Shaun
Cole, the term camp “traditionally, has
been used by gay men to describe an
ostentatious and exaggerated effeminacy
or theatrical, extravagant, and effeminate behaviors.”105 Susan Sontag

described camp as a form of “artiﬁce
and exaggeration . . . a badge of identity even.”106 Pierce’s impressions were
contrived through artiﬁce, but they were
for him an act of endearment. He loved
the ladies he was impersonating, and
that love for gay icons such as Mae
West, Bette Davis, and Katharine
Hepburn grew in the hearts of his
audiences.
Pierce explored concepts of gender
and sexuality using dress starting in
childhood and continuing throughout
his career as an entertainer. First in the
early 1950s, he worked in a tuxedo with
a box of women’s fashion items as
props, then used puppets to express
femininity mostly to avoid arrest and
persecution, and ﬁnally, in gay-friendly
San Francisco was fully dressed in women’s clothes. His journey from subversive
to mainstream, and what he wore in the
process, aligned with the development
and progression of the gay liberation
movement.

Call to Action: The Future of
Drag in Museums
According to curator and arts writer
Maura Reilly,
despite decades of postcolonial, feminist,
anti-racist, and queer activism, . . . the
art world continues to exclude “other”
artists, those who are women, of color
and LGBTQ; . . . discrimination . . .
invades every aspect of the art world, . . .
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[such as] inclusion [of artifacts] in
permanent collections.107

As a testament to Reilly’s criticism,
Pierce’s extant costumes, which personify and embody his queerness, fortunately have been preserved in an
archive but never exhibited in a
museum setting. Drag queens and
female impersonators of the mid-tolate twentieth century often were at
the forefront of the gay liberation
movement, yet little has been done
to preserve the material culture of
their cross-dressing. In recent years,
fashion exhibitions have explored
queer identity and camp sensibility
with a focus on high-end or couture

fashion.108 Dress, however, can be a
powerful tool to communicate lived
experiences of a greater diversity of
people. Kelly Reddy-Best and Dana
Goodin took on this challenge by
examining queer identity in America’s
heartland using dress as a primary
source.109 I hope to inspire museum
professionals and archivists to consider accessioning the material culture of drag while it is currently
at its zenith as an art form. Doing
so will help preserve stories such
as this one for future generations
and will further diversify collections
beyond the heteronormative
status quo.
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